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In building Rubenstein Associates,
Public perception of corporate leaders to- there was a focus on lending your experday is largely unfavorable. Why is there not tise to nonprofits. Why has that been so
a better understanding of all the good that important?
business leaders do?
I always look at that part of our society
There is an inherent distrust of corporate as critical to the strength of New York. Once
wealth and the people that are running the cor- I decide to take on a cause, I give it all I can,
porations on the part of so many in the com- despite the fee or lack thereof. That is also good
munity who are struggling even with middle business. While I do a great deal of volunteer
income salaries.
work, I always find that it comes back around.
Sometimes, there is an underlying current The community is willing to recognize our efof jealousy or aspirations that haven’t been met, forts and, if they can afford us, they will retain
so the very wealthy are frequently seen as un- us since they have developed a trust that, in
caring of others even though they have done good or bad times, you’re ready to help them.
enormous good and taken positive action in our
Today, there seems to be a better uncities and our country.
derstanding of the benefit of aligning
Should we be optimistic about that philanthropic efforts with business stratperception changing?
egy. Do you see that taking place?
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When you do good, people point it out and
think about retaining you or buying your product. Corporate leadership recognizes that and they
don’t have to say it – they just have to act on it.
Are expectations different now for
public relations at the level you provide
or are they the same as in years past?
Public relations today is far more essential
to a corporation or an individual than it was
years ago. When I first started, the public relations person did not have a seat at the executive
table. Today, public relations professionals are
invited into the executive meetings where decisions are made at the highest levels.
What are the most important attributes
you look for hiring?
We analyze what they bring to the table and
that doesn’t mean they have to know public relations. They have to show a sense of integrity and
a desire to do good things. Generally, we look to
see if they can express themselves verbally in a very
strong, positive manner and if they’re really interested in a career in communications. From that, we
can gather whether they will be a good fit.
Is it challenging to find the time
for personal client interaction as your
business has grown?
I’ve never lost my enthusiasm for client interaction. But you also have to run the business and
understand how to make a reasonable profit, while
keeping your employees happy and surviving
in a downturn – those are business elements that I
learned about. If you can marry a good business
sense to a good communication sense, you have the
makings of a superb public relations business.
At your size and scale, how do you
maintain a family culture?
In comparison to some of the huge companies, we’re moderate in size. We’re at the size
in terms of numbers of employees that I want.
I still know virtually everyone here.
I never wanted to open multiple offices and
I have not done so. I never wanted to be acquired
by a big ad agency that would offer me substantial
money because I want to control my own destiny.
My first goal is providing service – not
making money. Once you provide the service,
you will make money.
I have bypassed opportunities to open in
other cities or franchise my name. New York
is the center of communications worldwide, so
you can project an idea, tell a story, and communicate effectively in this home base and that
is what we do.
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